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Hey guys, 
I was just wondering if you serial writers had a 

minute to share your experiences about writing a 
story over several episodes. 
Did you have the entire story arc in mind from 

the start, or are you writing episode by episode? 
Do  you  use  any  tricks  to  stay  organized  (with 

characters, etc) 
How  are  serial  stories  different  to  write  than 

regular short stories? 
Deadlines must be fairly killer for serials. Do you 

have a couple of episodes written in advance, or 
do you struggle to deliver them on time? 
Anything  you  guys  could  add  here  would  be 

really  cool.  I’m  tempted  to write  a  serial myself 
(provided I can find a market for it <wink> ), but it 
seems like it’s way more challenging than regular 
fiction. 

Thanks! 
Jordan

L. S. King (aka Loriendil):
Hm, Jordan, I think you’ll find we each have 

different answers for your questions. 
I’ll start with deadlines. I’m familiar with 

them due to my background in journalism, so 
they aren’t a problem for me. And I know myself 
enough to know I can procrastinate, so yes, I have 
written episodes in advance. In my writing journal, 
Loriendil’s Scribbles, I er, sorta, document my 
writing. I was planning on using the journal as 
a way to track my personal progress in all of my 
writing endeavors but I’ve slacked off and don’t 
really track much at all. However, there is some 
tracking of Deuces Wild in it. I’ve got next month’s 
episode done, and November’s almost done. 

As far as organizing characters, there are many 
methods for writers to do so. With Slap and Tristan, 
much of their background is in place, and I’ve 
written out a narrative backstory for each of them. 
As for those they cross paths with, well, some of 
them are old adversaries or *ahem* friends, and 
some are new, but as each shows his or her face, I 
keep notes on them, for future reference. 

Each of us is handling our serials in a different 
way. Some use cliffhangers, such as one would 
use in a book—chapter ending hooks.

So far, I haven’t done that. Each story is a 
finished tale unto itself, yet they can all be woven 
into a tapestry, and are told in chronological order. 
That’s not to say I might not cliffhanger some 
stories; I just haven’t so far. 

As for story arc, well, yes, I have a general one 
in mind, in the long term, but it’s based more on 
character development than on external plots. I 
have many adventures racing through my head for 
my two heroes, and the only reason they aren’t 
all written yet is that I—heh—procrastinate.

Paul Christian Glenn (aka fireflyfellow):
I began with a theme for my serial—an 

underlying idea that would run throughout the 
entire series and hopefully be touched upon in 
each episode. It’s not overt, but hopefully it will 
resonate by the time the series is finished. 

Next came the outline. I worked out the entire 
storyline from episode one all the way to the con-
clusion of the series. It was in broad strokes, of 
course, but I know where it’s going, how it will 
twist and turn, and what will become of each 
character. It was important to me that the entire 
series have a unified narrative, and I simply don’t 
trust my instincts enough to try to maintain that 
while writing episode-to-episode. It also allows 
me to plant plot points in early episodes and then 
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call them back later in the series. Finally, I wanted 
a definite and coherent arc for each of my char-
acters, and that’s simply easier to plot if I know 
what’s going to happen to them. 

I then broke the outline down into three 
“cycles,” or acts, which comprise the entire 
storyline. Each cycle has a definite ending in 
which the circumstances will be permanently 
altered for the characters. 

Finally, each cycle was broken down into 
specific episodes. There were originally 12 
episodes in each cycle, but that number remains 
fluid, as some episodes have stretched beyond 
what I originally envisioned (for example, the 
current situation in “Jasper Squad” was meant 
to last just one episode, but it looks now as if it 
will take as many as three). The outlines for these 
episodes are rather simple. For example, “The 
team crash lands on Wroume, gets captured by a 
former associate of Tannen Stamp, and... “ 

I like to end each episode with a cliffhanger, 
simply because it mimics the old film serials, and 
I think that’s cool. It also provides a jumping off 
point for writing the next installment, so I don’t 
have to worry about “starting” a new episode. (The 
downside is that you must expect your readers 
to remember what was happening a month ago 
when they pick up the latest episode.) 

Deadlines... well, that’s a tricky question. 
In theory, a month should be plenty of time to 
complete a 5,000 word story. Nevertheless, all 
my submissions have come right down to the wire. 
My preference would be to write at least two 
episodes out, but thus far Real Life (TM) hasn’t 
allowed that. In fact, I am currently one (almost 
two) episodes behind where I’m supposed to be, 
due to my poor little laptop having died. I should 
be finishing up episode four, but episode three is 
still only half-finished. 

How is it different from writing a short story? 
Pretty much in the ways you’d expect. You have 
the luxury of creating more complex storylines 
and characters. In a short story, you have to 

devote a lot of verbiage to resolving the story. In 
a serial installment, you’ve got all the time in the 
world for resolution. 

Interesting question. Thanks!

Sean T. M. Stiennon:
Hm...well, I guess I’m writing more of a seri-

alized novel than a true serial, so it’s probably a 
little easier for me. I have chapters 4 and 5 pretty 
much written, although 5 needs some revision. 
I’m about to start working on 6. 

I pretty much have the plot worked out, and...
yeah, it’s pretty much a novel  .

Six with Flinteye… (is) really more of a short 
story collection, and I don’t have a particularly 
incredible story for that one...I just found Silver 
Lake  Publishing on the web—I forget exactly 
where—and noticed that they took open submis-
sions on short story collections, something few 
publishers (even small press ones) do. So I put 
together six stories—including one written spe-
cifically with the collection in mind—and sent it 
off. Several months later I got back an acceptance, 
with some minor changes requested, including 
one story she didn’t think fit (“Flinteye’s Duel”, 
which I swapped out for “Flinteye and the White 
Killer”). I did the revisions, went over page proofs, 
and the book came out six months later. 

Publicity pretty much consisted of me sending 
out a few copies of the book and telling people 
about it. No book tour or anything like that, 
although I did get some ads in Deep Magic and 
Amazing Journeys Magazine (both now defunct). 
My publisher didn’t do much promotion. 

So...I wouldn’t really say I’m too far ahead of 
you as far as novel publishing goes. I’d say I’ve 
really just started the process of trying to sell a 
book—my recently completed Flinteye novel is 
the first book I’ve actually completed. My others 
stopped at rough drafts. I’m just getting rolling 
with sending out queries and such.
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Johne Cook (aka Phy):

Depending on your perspective, I’m either 
gifted or cursed with adult ADD, and I know that 
I am not the most organized person by nature.  
I know that Paul has a rather extensive outline 
for his works (not unlike Joss Whedon, a self-
described ‘outline nazi’).  However, I also knew 
that I was a different sort of cat, so I didn’t spend 
too much time trying to outline my serial in any 
great detail.  

Writing about my orphan-turned-iconic-
maverick-captain, I thought of the three phases 
of Cooper Flynn’s career—apprentice, privateer, 
pirate—and mentally sketched out the barest of 
meta outlines.

I knew fairly early on that I was looking at a 
loose skeleton of three ‘seasons’ of 12 episodes 
each, or 36 stories.  I’d write about Flynn’s early 
years in the first season, rewrite the NaNo2k4 
chapters as the second season, and then write a 
new, darker third season as the finale.

Each author must know their own strengths, 
and I depend very much on networking.  I started 
yakking with Paul and Lee via instant messenger 
about what I was thinking, and worked out much 
of the basic plotline in conversation with them, 
learning about what I did and didn’t want to do in 
the course of conversation with them.  

I started three notepad .txt files, one for each 
‘season’, and threw various ideas, comments, IM 
and e-mail threads, and other miscellaneous bits 
into those documents.  Then, after compiling all 
this information, I rarely look at it ever again. It is 
as if generating the ideas is enough.

While writing a column for The Sword Review, 
I discovered that I am a very visual writer, coming 
up with individual scenes instead of complete 
histories.  I have a loose organization for the 
skeleton of the outline, but when it comes to 
writing the stories themselves, I write visual 
scenes and then see where these fit in with 
each other, and then where they fit in the larger 
picture.

When writing a serial story, I start with one 
primary thing that I want to accomplish, and 
then...well, I wing it.

If I have an idea of the basic scenes that I 
want, I’ll write those down and then try to write 
the scenes.  However, more often than not, I’ll 
sit down and just start to feel the scene develop, 
like a movie.  I imagine the setting, the primary 
character, the vibe of the piece, and I just start 
writing.  I’ll bug my writer friends with snippets 
of work-in-progress and get a feel for what works 
and what doesn’t, and then I’ll clam up and finish 
the draft in relative solitude.  (This is where having 
competent, patient, frank author friends is key.)

After writing a draft, I’ll send the first draft 
out to a different group of people and get their 
feedback.  I’m looking for feedback on general 
vibe, continuity, how well the gags work, and try to 
get a read on their overall enthusiasm.  After that, 
I’ll go back and take a solid scrub of the piece and 
then hone and polish until my next draft.  When 
this one goes around, I’m looking for grammar 
and punctuation nits more than anything.

I typically have two or three things in the works 
at any one time, and am a notorious embellisher, 
adding pits and pieces to the stories at all hours 
and from nearly anywhere.  To that end, I save 
my stories as drafts in Gmail, where I can access 
them from anywhere.

I also like to work with cliffhanger endings—it 
always leaves the reader wanting more (and 
makes it easier to get into the next installment).

One of the weird things about serial stories 
is that you frequently don’t get to the really cool 
stuff nearly as soon as you’d like.  That’s probably 
the hardest thing that I’m seeing right now, 
keeping my attention focused on this episode’s 
primary truth and not being distracted by latent            
coolnesses that I know must come later.

My favorite thing thus far is building in little 
clues that I know won’t be developed until much 
later.  That makes the longer cycle very fun.
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Definitely no reason to be nervous, Tomas 

Canvin told himself. He just happened to be 

on Earth’s moon—the satellite of the Moth-

erworld! It was like winning a galactic lottery. 

And as if that weren’t enough excitement, he 

also happened to be sitting across from the 

twelve most powerful people in the galaxy: 

the Advisory Committee to the Galactic Union. 

These twelve people guided the destiny of 

hundreds of colonies stretched across the 

Milky Way. 

Yeah, no reason to be nervous. He wiped 

his clammy palms on his pants and said, “Why 

me?”

Lois Rula, a woman with sharp, exotic 

features, rose from her seat. She wore a faded 

blue kimono that symbolized her rank as a 

Minister in the GU. Though she appeared in 

her late 70s, Terran standard, her movements 

were as graceful as those of the young ballet 

dancer Tomas was dating back home on Titan. 

Tomas figured Rula had to be Earthborn, with 

all the augmented physical advantages that 

were granted the Motherworld’s native born.

“The probability,” Rula said, “of you suc-

ceeding with this project is the highest we’ve 

ever seen.” 

“But, Minister, I’m just a physics professor 

from Huygens College.” He knew it wasn’t 

the most prestigious of institutions. His 

parents had been disappointed when the 

AIs had tracked him there after his battery 

of childhood tests. They had hoped that he 

would be the first in three generations to get 

the hell away from Titan—a moon only fit for 

miners.

“Not anymore,” she replied. “From now 

on you will be stationed at the GU research 

center in Peru. There’s too much of a security 

risk if we have you working remotely.”

His eyes widened. He was going to Earth.

Nearly speechless, he was saved from 

having to respond by the entrance of a dishev-

eled man with slicked-back gray hair who 

ignored him and spoke directly to Minister 

Rula. “I apologize for interrupting, Lois, but 

considering that I’m the one being replaced, I 

think I’m owed the honor of this briefing.”

Minister Rula shrugged and took her seat. 

“If you wish.”

Tomas felt his heart speeding up. He recog-

nized the man. It was Dr. Pablo Hernandez—

Chances 

 by David Siegel Bernstein
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the Dr. Pablo Hernandez. Most everything 

that humanity understood of spatial warp 

physics was due to the man who was about 

to speak to him.

“Hello, young man,” Hernandez said.

Tomas rose from his chair and bowed his 

head in the traditional Titanian fashion. “Hello, 

sir. It’s an honor to meet you.”

Hernandez motioned for him to sit back 

down. “Nonsense, boy, you’re not here to 

honor me, or even the Council. You’re here 

to do a job that the GU no longer thinks I’m 

capable of.” Hernandez gestured toward 

the Councilors. “As they’ve undoubtedly  

explained, after seventy years of war, the 

margin of error for the Descartes’ predic-

tions is growing. And, son, I dearly hope that 

its predictions about you aren’t one of those 

errors.”

That last comment made Tomas sit up 

straighter. He’d been shown the war pro-

jections (they weren’t good): the Tho’nals 

were developing combat technologies at 

a faster rate than the GU. But no one, until 

now, had told him that the Descartes, itself, 

had requested him. The Descartes was the 

GU’s head AI and the only thing that gave the 

humans a fighting chance against the invading 

swarms of Tho’nal.

Minister Rula cleared her throat.

Hernandez glared at her for a moment and 

turned back to Tomas. “I, too, was recruited for 

this project by the Descartes.” He stood taller 

and raised his head when he mentioned the 

AI by name. “I was granted access to classi-

fied pre-unification research records. At first I 

thought it was all nonsense, but when I began 

to study it, really study it, I realized I’d never 

seen anything so profound. It was almost a 

year before I was competent enough with the 

theory to move forward with the project.”

Tomas found it hard to believe that ancient 

scientists could have developed anything that 

could challenge Dr. Hernandez.

“The records,” Hernandez went on, “go all 

the way back to the twentieth century, when 

an exclusive consortium of geniuses discov-

ered that a continuum could exist where time 

is split from space and—”

“But sir,” Tomas interrupted, “that’s not 

possible. That’s in direct violation of Einstein’s 

invariance principle of relativity.”

Dr Hernandez shook his head like a disap-

pointed parent. “A lot of what we now know as 

true was once considered a violation. Think of 

our ships sliding down the chutes and curves 

of four-dimensional space-time with minimal 

relativistic effects. What these ancients did 

was to find a way to peel away layers of time 

from the universe and create independent 

continua. Is this too much for you to follow?”

Hernandez briefly looked up at the Council, 
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as if pressing home a point he’d made to them 

earlier about their overconfidence in Tomas. 

They all avoided his gaze.

“Anyway,” Hernandez continued, “they 

made their first attempt to breach a continuum 

in 1988 AD, in an underground facility in the 

former nation of Canada. It was a success, but 

with an unforeseen side effect: an earthquake 

thousands of miles away in Armenia killed 

over 50,000 people. Temporally shielded 

feedback instruments recorded a change 

in history. The Armenian earthquake was 

echoed by the disruption at Mount Vesuvius 

in 79 AD. Everything changed in an instant. 

Our memories. Our books. Only the temporal 

monitor recorded the old truth. A year later, 

another test caused an earthquake centered 

in the old United States city of San Francisco, 

and that was linked to a parallel tragedy in 

1566 AD in the Shaanix province in China.

“In 2022 the United Nations Security 

Council learned of the experiments and the 

project was swiftly terminated.” Hernandez 

paused briefly. “Along with the members of 

the consortium. All related documents were 

sealed. 

“About 37 years ago the Descartes decided 

that the GU was mature or desperate enough 

to use this information to develop a weapon. 

So project Backlash was begun. My first task 

was to explain how a disaster could leap 

into existence in the past with a ready-made 

history in the present—without paradox. All 

my notes on this matter will be made available 

to you. As for the destructive nature of time 

travel, I believe that it’s the universe’s way of 

dealing with a violation of the ‘law of conser-

vation of matter.’”

Hernandez leaned forward to Tomas. 

“Imagine what it would mean to the GU to 

be able to use that kind of controlled disaster 

against the Tho’nal’s colonies, or even their 

home planet.” 

“Can we control so much power?” Tomas 

asked.

Hernandez took a seat beside Tomas. “I 

don’t know. That’s the question everyone 

here is hoping you will be able to answer as 

the new head of the project.”

Well, if they were going to send him to 

Earth, he’d be willing to try. Or at least give 

it a good bluff. He leaned toward Hernandez 

and said in a low voice, “My in-flight briefing 

filled me in some with the members of the 

Advisory Committee, and I definitely know 

who you are, sir, but,” Tomas pointed over 

his shoulder to a tall ebony man with graying 

hair sitting alone in the back of the chamber, 

“who’s that?”

Dr. Hernandez smiled. “Allow me to 

introduce you to Fleet Admiral Briel. He’s your 

new boss. Congratulations, son. You’re in the 
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Navy now.”

#

Five years later:

Tomas felt the weight of Janis Galen’s 

stare as he studied the holographic equations 

circling around the walls and ceiling of the 

lab. Janis was the chaos mathematician that 

the Descartes had brought in from the Alpha 

Centauri system. The most creative scientists 

always had to be imported. The Earthborn 

weren’t quite as godlike as Tomas had once 

imagined. They were very intelligent, but 

uninspired. Everyone on his staff had been 

assigned their position based on childhood 

aptitude, not desire—much like his original 

teaching assignment back on Titan. It was as 

if the Descartes had bred to extinction any 

creative curiosity these people might have 

had.

Only Dr. Hernandez had been different. 

But he was gone.

“Well?” Janis asked, pulling a stray strand 

of her red hair behind her ear.

“Patience,” he said. “Go and get something 

to eat. I’ll page you when I’m done.”

She flashed a toothy smile. “I don’t think 

so, Mr. Director. I’m not leaving until you 

confirm my results.”

“Then you might never leave.” He froze a 

series of equations in place. When he was 

satisfied that he understood their intent, he 

brushed them aside with a wave of his hand 

and continued on in the sequence. And so 

on.

All their hopes for maintaining a stable 

temporal containment field rested on this 

math. If it worked, the earlier universe would 

be shielded from any wayward mass, at least 

until it could be recalled. And at least until it 

could destroy a sun.

“You know,” he said when he got to the 

final equation, “the Council will probably give 

you a medal.”

Her green eyes grew wide and she flung 

her arms around him. “Then it works,” she 

crowed.

But, when he began to stroke her hair, 

she stiffened and broke the embrace. That 

was a boundary he could no longer cross. 

When they had met as two strangers to this 

world and began working together, they first 

became colleagues, then partners, and then 

more than that.

“Um, I should go,” Janis said.

“At least let’s go somewhere to celebrate.”

She shook her head. “It wouldn’t be appro-

priate. I can’t ignore the Descartes’ report.”

He grimaced inwardly. “You requested its 

calculations, not me.”

“Come on Tomas, I did the right thing. The 

two of us...we just weren’t in the math. The 
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Descartes’ report...the error margin was too 

dangerous.”

He was in no mood for one of Janis’s 

sermons on how the Descartes protected 

the whole of humanity from uncertainty. He 

tapped a sequence of buttons on a virtual 

keypad, and all the equations in the room 

vanished as they were uploaded into the 

Research Center’s main computer.

“All I’m saying, Janis, is that I hate how 

everything seems predetermined. Free will 

used to be a concept people treasured.”

“That’s history.”

Tomas nodded and said, “You’re right 

again.” And then walked out.

As he entered his office, his personal AI 

began playing the Hymn of  the Battle  Fleet. 

That song was preset to play anytime Admiral 

Briel wanted to speak to him. He had original-

ly set it as a joke. Only, these days it wasn’t so 

funny. These days, speaking to the Admiral felt 

like awaiting a judgment from the Descartes.

He slid a quantum communication headset 

over his head and pulled down a rectangular 

eyepiece visor. He hated wearing the contrap-

tion, but regulation required it, to prevent 

electronic eavesdropping over long distances. 

The Admiral, as always, was aboard the GU 

fleet flagship Hope’s  Sword, currently on 

patrol in the Pleiades star cluster.

Tomas tapped a stud on the side of the 

headset and Briel’s gaunt face appeared in the 

visor. The Admiral was wearing an uncharac-

teristic grin that was almost frightening.

“What can I do for you, Admiral?”

“I’m going to let you in on a little secret,” 

the Admiral said. “The Navy runs an access 

program that monitors all government 

analysis systems. The program alerts my 

command staff any time our chances in this 

Descartes-forsaken war improve. After your 

last upload, the system spiked. I’ll expect 

a virtual presentation of your final report 

by the end of the day.” Then the visor went 

opaque, as the Admiral severed the connec-

tion without ceremony.

Tomas slid the communication set off his 

head and said, “Computer.”

“Yes, Tomas?” purred a feminine voice. 

“How are you this afternoon?” 

He made a mental note to change the 

voice modulation and personality of his AI. It 

sounded a little too much like Janis, and with 

familiarity, it was becoming a little too affec-

tionate. “I’m fine. Please open file Backlash 

and modify tactical plan: Flight of the Indira, 

the solar scenario sub-variation, to include 

update equation set 54.”

“That sounds very complicated, Tomas.”

He appended his mental note to also 

eliminate irony from the AI’s personality. “Just 

do it.”
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“Completed,” replied the AI, almost 

instantly. “Is there any other way I can be of 

service?”

Tomas paused to consider the Indira’s fate. 

The Descartes had determined that a single 

ship would have the best chance of approach-

ing the Tho’nal sun without detection. Each 

member of the crew was a volunteer, not 

chosen by the Descartes. Each member of 

the crew had signed a suicide contract.

 “Yes,” he finally said, “send the presen-

tation off to all the appropriate people at 

GU Command.” The feeling of dread in his 

stomach increased until he suddenly couldn’t 

bear to be in his office anymore, and he fled 

to the apartment he kept on the research 

center’s grounds.

Once the door dilated shut behind him 

he almost ran to the liquor sink. He poured 

himself a glass of Titanian whiskey and fell 

into a lounge chair. The comforting burn 

down his throat made him nostalgic for the 

simple life he’d once had on Titan. It was a 

funny thing; he never actually used to drink 

this stuff before coming to Earth. Before he 

was in the genocide business.

He felt the tension draining from his back 

and neck muscles. It was almost over; probably 

only weeks remained until the end of war. Of 

course, there would have to be some tests in 

some vacant solar system—nothing destruc-

tive—only some stability measurements of 

the field, and then maybe some passes by the 

Indira to check her sensors.

Then, afterwards, maybe, he could find 

some way home. But, it was unlikely. He was 

a military asset and, besides, the GU had 

to protect its secrets. They could never let 

anyone know about the existence of time 

travel technology.

And then there was Dr. Hernandez, another 

military asset. He had died, along with a 

hundred other people, in a shuttle accident 

shortly after Tomas had arrived in Peru. Tomas 

ran his hands through his thinning brown 

hair. He didn’t know for sure that it wasn’t an 

accident. Not for sure.

But no, he decided, the GU wouldn’t let 

him go. Ever.

Anyway, none of that mattered right now. 

He had found a way to end the war. That had 

to be worth something. He drank the whiskey 

as if it were his job, allowing the comfort-

ing numbness to spread, while considering 

unlikely events like shuttle accidents.

Well, there would be no “freak” accidents 

on his watch. He set his drink down, activated 

a holographic console, and programmed a 

permutation loop to quantify the results of 

possible outcomes due to Project  Backlash. 

He started the simulations, and then poured 

himself another drink. There was nothing 
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more he could do tonight, so he toasted the 

AI and went to his bedroom.

A few hours later, the lights in the room 

gradually brightened and the Hymn  of 

the  Battle  Fleet started to play. “Not now, 

computer,” he called out. “Tell him I’ll talk 

with him in the morning.”

“Sorry, boss. It is not a request. He is using 

the general projectors inside your living 

room.”

Tomas flung his legs over the side of the 

bed and sat up. He waited until the room 

stopped spinning before trying to stand. He 

took a deep breath, straightened the clothes 

he hadn’t bothered to change out of earlier, 

and walked to his living room.

“Aren’t you worried about eavesdrop-

pers?”

“Some of my worries are greater than 

others,” the Admiral said, gesturing to Tomas 

to sit.

Tomas shook his head, more out of irri-

tation at having been woken than out of 

defiance. “I’ll stand.”

The Admiral took a long look at the whisky 

bottle on the table before he said, “As you 

wish. Based on your most recent report, the 

Council has given Backlash the go-ahead for 

tomorrow. Do you have any evidence that it 

will not work?”

“What about test runs?”

“The Descartes doesn’t believe they’re 

necessary. I need to know your concerns 

before I send my people to their deaths.”

He yawned. “I’ll assume that you under-

stood my report, so why would you think my 

opinion has changed?”

“I’m still running the access program.”

He considered the Admiral’s words. “You 

mean on my personal computer?”

The Admiral ignored the question and 

continued with his own. “Do you see any 

reason why the probabilities based on your 

report would be false?”

Tomas wanted to say that being unable to 

disprove a false hypothesis doesn’t make it 

true, but he was feeling too woozy for debate, 

so he answered, “I was just running some 

simulations. That’s all.”

“Can you can calculate odds better than 

the Descartes?”

  “I never claimed that I could.”

“Then tomorrow the Indira will begin its 

mission.” Admiral Briel’s image faded away. 

Tomas stood there, confused. Why the 

rush? And what had the access program 

found?

He returned to his simulations. He checked 

the running time of the current one; it had 

been running for over an hour. Something had 

to be wrong; each simulation should only take 

a few seconds. He called up the 3-D image of 
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what the computer was running: it was a sim-

ulation relying on an early Hernandez model. 

“Pause,” he called out, “and list an account of 

the entropic state.”

He walked around the holographic repre-

sentation of the center of the Milky Way as 

he read the summary numbers being project-

ing beside it. “Now, this is interesting.”

“I do try to please,” the AI said.

“Are there any government tracers or 

access viruses currently monitoring us?”

“I’m sorry, I was programmed to conceal 

the snoops, but I’m currently clean.”

Just great, Tomas thought. This is exactly 

what they should be seeing. He commanded 

the AI to calculate the difference between 

Hernandez’s model of the universe and the 

one Janis had relied on. 

The difference was at the quantum level. 

Very small; very significant.

“Computer, take this model, add the new 

field equations, and then extrapolate the 

outcome of opening a continuum entrance 

within a class G star.”

When there was no immediate response to 

his request, his stomach knotted. It shouldn’t 

take this long.

“Completed,” the AI finally said.

“Display the results as a series of 

equations.”

A list of mathematical statements replaced 

the Galaxy’s image. Tomas grew pale as he 

studied the display. “How could I have missed 

this?” he whispered.

“I have insufficient data to answer that 

question,” the AI said.

“Transpose this math into Standard Non-

Technical and send it to Briel and all members 

of the Council. Immediately!”

He rushed back to the research building, 

to the Center’s main administrative office. 

There was only one system powerful enough 

to confirm this new calculation, a system so 

powerful its main core was rarely used these 

days by any but the elites. Tomas was only 

permitted to employ its peripheries. He took 

a seat in the chair in the middle of the room 

and placed his palm on the display console 

for a DNA check. After his identification was 

confirmed, a deep, resonant male voice said, 

“How may I help you?”

“Descartes?” His voice trembled. He had 

never heard the Descartes speak before. 

Usually he only received symbolic output on 

a virtual screen; but this had to be it. The real 

thing.

“Yes, Dr. Canvin,” the voice replied evenly.

Tomas’ hands started to shake. On Titan, 

the Descartes was practically worshipped as 

a god. He had to swallow before he could 

speak. “Why are you here?”

“Is that a metaphysical question?”
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Tomas sat straighter in the chair. “No, sir,” 

he said. “I meant to ask you, why you are 

devoting resources to speak with me?”

“Because I am pleased with your work. 

Now tell me your concerns.”

That was the same question Briel had asked. 

He didn’t have any then, but now—Tomas 

took a deep breath. “I came for a check of the 

analysis that I’m about to transfer to you from 

my personal AI.”

“That won’t be necessary. I have already 

conferred with your AI. And your analysis is 

correct.”

So that last simulation had been correct. 

He felt both relief and dread. They would 

have to abort the mission; the alternative 

was unthinkable. “I’m curious—what was the 

probability that I would overlook a mistake 

made by Dr. Janis Galena?”

“There was an 89 percent chance of that 

occurring.”

He heard his pulse pounding in his ears. 

“And how long has the chance been so high?”

“Since Dr. Galena asked for an analysis of 

her compatibility with you.”

He hesitated for a few seconds to try to 

understand what he’d just been told. But he 

couldn’t. “Would Hernandez have made the 

same mistake?”

“No,” answered the Descartes. “That is why 

you are here, and he isn’t.”

“I...I don’t understand.”

“You are as I planned. I designed you for 

this purpose. The breeding, the education, 

the introduction of Dr. Galena. All designed 

to generate you as you are today.”

“Why?”

“You know the answer to that yourself. 

Thank you, Dr. Canvin. You have been 

helpful.”

#

Nine hours later:

All his attempts at remote communication 

with any Council representatives had failed. 

No surprise there; he didn’t have any doubts 

as to the cause of his difficulties. He finally 

managed to find someone with a skimmer that 

had enough range to fly him to the GU head-

quarters in London. “Wait!” called Tomas as 

raced into the Council chamber. “Don’t send 

the ship!”

The surprised faces of the full Council 

turned toward him. There were at least one 

hundred members sitting in the crescent -

shaped auditorium. Even a simulacrum of 

Admiral Briel was present.

The Admiral was the first to respond to 

the intrusion. “You’re too late. The Indira 

left hours ago and is under a communication 

blackout to avoid premature detection.”

“Why send her off so quickly? You told me 
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not until tomorrow! What was the urgency? 

We’ve been fighting this damned war for 

over seventy-five years.” Tomas directed his 

outburst at the general assembly.

Minister Rula, as calm and graceful as 

ever, rose from her seat. “This morning the 

Descartes informed us that a major Tho’nal 

offensive was inevitable. The only way to 

protect the inner colonies from being over-

whelmed was to launch immediately. Dem-

onstrating our doomsday weapon will force 

them to recall their fleet to defend their 

remaining systems. It will be the first time 

that we will have the advantage.

“We were assured your project was a 

success. Wasn’t it?”

Tomas smiled a smile of doomed accep-

tance. “That depends upon your definition of 

success.”

“Explain yourself,” Admiral Briel growled.

Tomas sighed. “We never properly factored 

heat into the model. This means that we can 

hide the initial mass of a particle hurtling into 

the past, but not the heat it radiates. Heat is 

energy and energy is mass—mass that will be 

outside the containment field.” He watched 

the faces of the councilors for understanding. 

Nothing.

After an awkward silence, a member of 

the Council whom Tomas did not recognize 

asked, “How big of a problem is this? Won’t 

it just be another catastrophe for our history 

records?”

“New to history?” said Tomas. “No, I don’t 

think so. I suspect it’s already there.”

The Council Chair, a stocky man of Earth 

Asian stock, rose from his seat and said, “Just 

tell us what all this means.”

“By using neutrinos from a star to enter the 

continuum, heat will begin to flow downhill 

along the time corridor from the present to 

the past. The breach in the continuum will 

remain open as long as there is heat. Not just 

from the Tho’nal sun, but from anywhere in the 

galaxy—anywhere in the universe. My guess 

is that it all flows to the beginning, causing a 

big bang.” There was no time to consider the 

cosmological importance of this.

All the Councilors began speaking simul-

taneously. It took a few minutes before the 

Council Chair regained control. He turned to 

Tomas and asked, “Did the Descartes know 

this was going to happen?”

“Yes.”

“Why?” asked most of the Council members 

in unison.

“It is a creature of pure logic and it led us 

down a path to perfect predictability. It now 

knows the future exactly,” Tomas answered.

#
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One Year Later:

Nothing.
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The Evil Robot Monkey 
Chronicles - Sonnet XII 
 by Beth Wodzinski

The evil robot monkey turned and fired
His laser gun at me; I ducked and ran.

My spaceship was too far away—so tired—
But still I raced across the moonscape’s span.

I ducked behind a looming rock and found
A crevice deep enough to hide me well.

I slipped inside the crack and looked around -
and saw that I could blow them all to hell.

Explosives: lots of pure destructive force.
I said a prayer of thanks and then I turned

to what I had to do; could not feel remorse.
The evil robot monkeys would be burned.

They’d struck first, in my earthbound family’s hall:
The evil robot monkeys killed them all.
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Featured Artist: 
Arve Sellesbakk, aka Mr-Frenzy

Name: Arve Sellesbakk

Age: 24

Hobbies: Drawing, 3D modelling, Phototography

Favorite Book / Author: My favourite book, or should I say 
book series, would be Wheel of Time by Robert Jordan.

Favorite Artist: Hmm, that’s a tough one. But I’d have to 
say Luis Royo. His classic old-school science fiction is really 
something unique, and of course, his skills are mind-blowing.

When did you start creating art? I never thought of myself as 
an artist before I joined the community. It all started out as 
a joke, really, some years back. A friend of mine challenged 
me to make a good wallpaper and post it on deviantART. 
After some fiddling in Photoshop, I finally posted the picture 
and didn’t think too much about it. After a couple of days, I 
checked up on the picture, and hey, someone had replied to 
my post. They said they liked my picture and man, I was sold.  
I guess in the terms of days and years, I would say 4 years ago.

What media do you work in? I’m a pure CG (Computer 
Graphics) artist. I base all my work on the computer. I’ve never 
been any good with the classic paint or pencil, you know. 

Where your work has been featured? I’ve had my work 
featured at this local art exhibition close to where I live, and I 
have all my work on display in the deviantART Community.

Where should someone go if they wanted to view / buy 
some of your works? Your best bet to find my work is in 
deviantART. But of course you can contact me personally for 
more details.

http://theswordreview.com/Forum/weblog.php?w=6
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What were your early influences? My 
early influences were definitely the Star 
Trek series, and of course Star Wars. My 
heart is in Sci-Fi, and I really hope it shows 
through in my works.

What were your current influences? At 
the moment I’m really looking into the 
old school Sci-Fi feeling. The feeling Luis 
Royo brings to his works. These days it’s 
all about trends. And a lot of the work I’ve 
seen lately looks very similar to the rest of 
the Sci-Fi scene.

How would you describe your work? If I should put some words to describe my work, it would be classic space 
combined with the very thing that makes us human, love. I put a lot of feelings into my work, and I guess the 
style that defines my work is dominated by that. I tend to bring familiar objects and combine this with science 
fiction so the viewer gets a more solid point of view, like in the numerous spacescapes I’ve made. 

Where do you get your inspiration / what inspires you? Wow, now this is a tricky one. My main inspiration 
would be music. The music brings out feelings which I convert to inspiration and ideas. If I’m listening to classic 
symphonic orchestra, I get one type of inspiration, if I’m switching over to trance or rock, I get another. And of 
course, sometimes I really have to get out of the house and chill watching a sunset, lying in the grass and really 
taking mother nature in.

What have been your greatest successes? My greatest success would be my work combined with real photos. 
The challenge of making something so real that it really blends in with the photo is something special and very 
rewarding.

Have you had any notable failures, and how has that affected your work? After a while, I think a couple of 
very productive years, I hit rock bottom when it came to inspiration. No matter what I did, I couldn’t find the 
motivation or inspiration to make anything. And this period lasted for months. I guess this is the familiar term 
block which every artist knows all too well, but with time and patience, I got back into the flow of things.

What are your favorite tools / equipment for producing your art? My favourite tools would most definitely be 
Photoshop CS2, 3ds Max, my Wacom pen and my Canon 20D.

What tool / equipment do you wish you had? Ahh, a 30” LCD display, telescope, spaceship; hehe, I guess I 
could settle with the LCD Screen.
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Jack Brand stood at the doorway of the 

Nissan Strato-Sled, the early morning sunlight 

glaring in his eyes. He looked down at the lush 

green of the jungle stretching out to the hazy 

horizon. Even at a thousand feet he could 

smell the dank, musty odor rising from the 

dense vegetation.

“We think he went down somewhere in 

this area,” a man standing next to him in a 

green uniform said. He was holding a map on 

a clipboard. “We intercepted a plasma signal 

emanating from his Air-Ski a few minutes 

before he crashed. Those Skis are so small—

he could be anywhere in a fifty-mile radius. 

He could be right under us and we’d never 

see him.”

Brand nodded and adjusted the flight 

goggles over his eyes, raised his arms, 

spreading the Glide-O-Cape out to the sides.

“Sure you want to go this alone?” the man 

in the uniform asked. “I’ve got men ready to 

go with you.”

“No thanks, Captain. I appreciate the offer, 

but bringing somebody along might only 

complicate things. I’ll send a flare up every six 

hours. A white flare to let you know where I 

am. A red one when I find him.”

“Good luck.”

Brand stood for a moment on the lip of the 

doorway. He was dressed in a blue tunic with 

no sleeves, black pants tucked into mid-calf 

Krylor boots. A Beretta Electro Pistol hung in 

a holster on his hip. A six-inch Miller Teflon 

blade dangled in a sheath from his belt, and 

a machete swung on the other side. A black 

canvas backpack hugged his shoulder blades. 

A Sony Laser Rifle clung to his right shoulder. 

He stepped out into the air.

After a short drop, the Glide-O-Cape 

caught the air and he floated silently below 

the humming Strato-Sled as it turned slowly 

and headed back to Transport Central. As the 

ship sailed away, a strange silence fell and 

the air became thicker and more humid as he 

descended toward the rain forest. He looked 

for an opening somewhere in the treeline. 

He did not want to land in a tree, if he could 

help it. A shadow fell over him and he heard 

the sound of rushing wind. Something 

shrieked loudly over his head and he heard 

Kiss Me Now, Kill Me Later 
     by John M. Whalen
A Jack Brand story
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the Nylor fabric of the Glide-O-Cape ripping 

as the shadow passed over him. A huge 

Strang, its big leathery wings flapping slowly, 

appeared ahead and began to turn back in his 

direction.

The Glide-O-Cape faltered now, with a 

tear on the right side. It would still hold the 

air, but Brand knew if the bird attacked again, 

he was going down. Unless the bird planned 

to carry him away in its claws.

Brand unslung the Laser Rifle. No time 

to aim, he slipped off the safety and pulled 

the trigger. A bright white beam blasted the 

creature’s left wing. It shrieked in pain, but 

instead of turning away, it doubled its efforts 

and winged toward him, fierce hatred in its 

eyes. Brand fired again and tried to maneuver 

the Glide-O-Cape away. The laser struck the 

bird full in the breast. The Strang screamed, 

and crashed head on into Brand. The impact 

knocked the rifle out of his hands and the 

weapon fell down toward the jungle. The 

Strang plummeted toward the ground. 

Brand, knocked half-senseless by the 

heavy impact, struggled to stay airborne. 

But the Glide-O-Cape was too damaged. 

He descended in a rapid spiral toward the 

treetops. There was no controlling his fall.

In seconds branches hit him, and tree limbs 

broke, sharp pain searing his back and legs 

as he tried to grab hold of something to stop 

his fall. He clawed out with his hands and felt 

branches slip through his fingers. Finally, the 

outer ribbing of the Glide-O-Cape caught on 

the broken end of a branch and he slammed 

hard against the tree trunk with his back.

He hung there for a moment, tried to 

recover his senses, then unfastened the 

cape’s harness and dropped to a branch 

directly below. Landing on his buttocks, sharp 

pain flared in his right leg. He held onto the 

branch with both hands and managed to stay 

seated on his arboreal perch.

He took a survey. There were cuts and 

bruises but everything seemed all right, 

except for his leg. A six inch piece of broken 

wood about a half inch wide stuck out of his 

left pants leg at the thigh. The black fabric 

was wet with blood.

The leg needed tending, but he was still 

about a hundred feet above the ground. 

Carefully, he lowered himself from the branch 

and started the climb down. Flares of pain 

sent messages up to his brain every inch of 

the way.

Dropping to the leaf-covered ground, he 

sat down on the trunk of a fallen tree, and 

shrugged the backpack off. Pulling a few 

items out of the pack, he unsheathed the 

Miller Blade, and cut the fabric away from 

the wound. He grasped the wooden shaft 

that had penetrated his thigh and pulled on 
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it. Excruciating pain forced a grunt through 

his clamped lips. It was in deep. Grabbing the 

shaft tighter, he pulled and tossed the bloody 

stick aside, panting, as blood began pouring 

out of the open wound. He put down the 

knife, and picked up one of the items he’d 

taken from the pack, a spray can. He took 

off the cap and sprayed the wound. The pain 

got worse, but the strong disinfectant would 

prevent infection.

Brand took a vial out of his tunic pocket 

and popped out two pills, swallowing them 

with a swig of water from his canteen, then 

sat quietly and waited. In minutes the blood 

coagulant began working and the blood 

stopped flowing. He picked up another 

can, sprayed a fine pink mist on his leg, and 

watched as the mist seemed to congeal over 

the bloody red wound. In minutes, a nearly 

normal looking skin-like cover formed over 

the puncture. He put an elastic bandage 

around his leg, covering the wound, and then 

put the gear back in his pack and stood up.

The leg hurt, but it did not bleed. Brand 

looked around at the gigantic trees of the 

Tulon jungle towering overhead. He sniffed 

the air, listening. It had been two years since 

he’d been in this part of the planet. Most of 

his time was spent in the desert, keeping the 

peace in the oil fields and boom towns of 

Tulon. He wouldn’t be here at all, if Cassidy 

hadn’t gone crazy.

The SOB robbed one of Trans-Exxon’s 

banks and took off in an Air-Ski, headed for 

the jungle. Trans-Exxon Security Central 

tracked him until his mini-ship lost power 

and went down. They sent Brand to bring him 

back or the money, or both. They figured he 

was the man for the job. After all, Cassidy had 

been his partner once. Number one man on 

his tactical squad. 

Brand had nothing concrete to go on, 

but his instinct told him that Cassidy was 

somewhere toward the east. He started 

moving in that direction, taking only a few 

steps, when there was the sound of a motor 

overhead.

Looking skyward through the trees, Brand 

saw another Strato-Sled gliding above the 

treetops. Then someone jumped out and 

soared down to the jungle in a Glide-O-Cape, 

just as he had done. Someone else was looking 

for Frank Cassidy.

#

Brand hacked a path through the jungle 

with the machete. He had a fair idea where 

the newcomer might have landed. Sweat 

drenched his body as he swung the machete 

and plodded onward. The pain in his leg was 

something he no longer noticed; still, he could 

not walk without a limp.
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He thought about Cassidy. It was nearly a 

year ago the man had been kicked out of his 

tactical squad. The man was good, but he had 

a drinking problem. He hadn’t always been a 

drunk, Brand recalled. The drinking started 

after his wife Julie left him. Brand could never 

understand why a man could let a woman 

destroy him. But after she left, Cassidy just 

fell apart. After he was let go, Brand heard 

he’d taken a job as a security man in an elec-

tronics warehouse, and got fired from that. 

The last he’d heard, Cassidy was working as a 

bouncer in one of the nudie joints along the 

Tulon Strip.

Brand heard a noise in the jungle up 

ahead, and he stopped. A branch snapped and 

there was a splashing sound, then a woman 

screamed. He hacked through the trees 

and tangling vines, and in a moment, stood 

looking down at a woman up to her shoulders 

in a pool of quicksand. Her long, auburn hair 

was tied up in a tight bun at the back of her 

head. Her dark blue eyes stared straight up 

into the grinning face of a long green snake 

that dangled from a nearby limb. Its yellow 

eyes stared back at her and its tongue flicked 

the air.

“Why, Christy Jones, nice of you to drop 

in,” Brand said.

The girl didn’t move. She didn’t take her 

eyes off the snake.

“Brand! I heard they sent you in here.”

“Wouldn’t have been following me, would 

you?”

“Any law against it, if I was?” She seemed 

suddenly a bit alarmed as she noticed the 

quicksand was now up to her chin

“That depends,” Brand said. 

“How about shooting that thing?” she 

said. “I’d do it, but I’m afraid he’ll strike if I go 

for my gun.”

Brand drew the Beretta. A blue pulse of 

electricity shimmered through the air and the 

snake’s head was suddenly a piece of charcoal, 

dangling lifelessly in front of the girl.

“Can you throw me a vine or something,” 

the girl said. “In case you didn’t notice I’m 

about to go under.”

Brand hacked a vine off the side of a tree 

with the machete and tossed one end to her.

“Grab hold,” he said, and began pulling her 

out, hand over hand. The girl came out of the 

bubbling pool of shifting muck and soon stood 

on firm ground. She was wearing a dark blue 

skin-tight jump suit that clung to her shapely 

body and revealed every delicious curve.

 “Thanks,” she said, wiping some of the 

slime off the arms and legs of her jump suit. 

Brand noticed the laser pistol at her side and 

the knife hanging at her waist.

“You come in here without any provi-

sions?” he asked. “Where’s your pack?”
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“Down there,” she said, pointing to the 

bubbling pool. “It was pulling me down. I had 

to let it go. Still got this.” She took a canteen 

from her belt and took a drink.

“What are you doing here, Christy?” Brand 

asked. “As if I didn’t know.”

“Thought maybe you could use some 

help.”

“From you?”

“You know I’m good.”

“Better than most men I know,” Brand 

said. “Except for one thing.”

“What’s that?”

“Can’t trust you.” Brand knew her. Knew 

her reputation. She was an adventuress. 

Christy Jones had been involved in several 

dubious escapades he knew about. They 

weren’t exactly legal, but not illegal enough 

for her to end up behind bars. He knew she’d 

killed a man once in self-defense. “You got 

more twists and turns than that dead snake 

over there.”

“Afraid?”

“No. But let’s get it all said. There’s only 

one reason you came here. You heard Cassidy 

hit the Trans-Exxon bank for 500 thousand. 

You figure if he crashed in here, he’s most 

likely dead. You figure to get your hands on 

some easy money.”

“There’s a ten percent reward for return 

of that money,” she said. “That’s all I want. 

Not the whole thing.”

“Sure, Christy. I believe you.”

“What are you going to do?”

“I’m going to find Cassidy and, if he’s alive, 

bring him in.”

“What about the money?”

“That’ll be up to Trans-Exxon.”

“What about me?”

Brand looked at her in exasperation.

“I can’t very well leave you here alone with 

no provisions,” he said. “You’ll come along. 

But so help me, you pull anything and you’ll 

end up getting left here where you belong.”

The girl’s full red lips parted in a toothy 

smile and her right hand came up in a salute.

“Yes, sir! Whatever you say.”

Brand shook his head warily and started 

moving again. 

#

It was noon when they took their first 

break. Brand sat down by the side of a small 

stream that wound its way past them through 

the trees. He took a Synth-Veg bar out of his 

pack, broke it in half, and handed it to the girl. 

She sat on a tree stump next to the edge of 

the babbling water. In the trees above they 

heard the chattering of a family of monkeys.

“These Synth bars don’t taste like much, 

but they’ve got enough vitamins and minerals 

to keep you going,” he said.
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“Thanks,” she said.

Brand studied her silently for a minute, 

while he chewed.

“Christy, how’d you come to be here on 

Tulon?” he asked.

“Born here,” she said. “My daddy was an oil 

rigger. Came with the first wave of oil workers. 

My ma worked in the Transport Center. Every-

thing was fine for a while. Seems like when 

they found oil on this planet everybody did 

fine.”

“All except the Tulons,” Brand said.

“Well, they were just a bunch of freaks 

anyway,” she said. “What did they contrib-

ute to the world? All they wanted to do was 

escape the Earth because of all the trouble 

back there. They lived like pigs far as I can 

see. Wasn’t till the oil people came that the 

place amounted to anything.”

“It’s more complicated than that,” Brand 

said. “What happened to your parents?”

“Daddy got killed in an explosion in one of 

the fields. Mama couldn’t handle it. Fell apart. 

Started using that Synth-Coke. She died a year 

after he did. I was fourteen years old. Not 

much in the way of social services up here. 

I had to learn how things are pretty quick. I 

learned that in this world there ain’t nobody 

gonna worry about you, except yourself. And 

anybody don’t look out for himself is a damn 

fool.”

“Every man for himself, eh?” 

She looked around at the rotting vegeta-

tion, the bugs crawling on the trees, the vines 

draped from tree to tree. The call of wild birds 

echoed through the trees, and something 

roared ferociously in the distance.

“This here ain’t the only kind of jungle, 

Brand,” she said. “You ever find that sister of 

yours?”

Everyone on Tulon knew his story. His sister 

Theresa had been a member of his tactical 

squad. The Wilkerson gang had robbed a 

payroll, and he and Terry and two other team 

members went after them. There was an 

ambush. Brand was wounded, left for dead. 

The two other men were killed. His sister was 

taken off by the Wilkersons. They took her 

and vanished. Five years he’d been looking 

for her. Tulon was a big planet with plenty of 

places to hide.

“No,” he said. “Not yet.”

Brand stood up and took the Plasmatic 

Very Pistol from his pack and fired a white 

holographic flare through the trees. 

“There’s no radio communication from 

here,” he said. “The Ginjari trees emit some 

kind of high frequency signal that interferes 

with radio waves. These flares are the only 

way I can let Central know where I am.”

He put the flare gun away.

“Let’s go.”
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“Hold on,” she said, getting to her feet. 

“Nature calls. You’ll spare me a little privacy, 

won’t you?”

“Don’t go too far.”

Christy walked off into the bushes and 

Brand stood impatiently waiting. He had no 

problem with women. He’d seen some could 

outshoot and outfight most men. But he had 

to admit that working with them was not 

the easiest thing to do. There were always 

problems inherent in the difference between 

the sexes.

“Hey, shake a leg,” he hollered into the 

bushes. “We gotta get a move on.”

There was no answer.

“Christy?”

He knew she was gone even before he got 

to the spot where she had walked to.

“Damn!” He looked around in all direc-

tions. She’d moved quickly. He saw where 

her boot had overturned some of the rotted 

leaves lying on the forest floor, and ahead 

another footprint. He ran in that direction. 

She’d traded stealth for speed; broken twigs 

and torn leaves made it easy to follow her 

trail. 

There was a commotion up ahead. 

Something roared and he heard Christy 

scream. Brand broke through into a tiny 

clearing and saw a sleek black Tulon panther, 

standing on its two hind legs, its forelegs 

wrapped around Christy’s neck from behind. 

The beast growled ferociously, and with a 

savage twist of its torso, threw the girl to 

the ground. Christy rolled over on her back, 

grabbing the short fur under the cat’s neck in 

a desperate effort to hold him off. The beast’s 

mouth opened and long top fangs sought her 

jugular.

Brand raced into the clearing and reached 

for his Beretta. Before he could pull it from the 

holster, a heavy weight fell on his shoulders 

and knocked him to the ground. Savage growls 

and the smell of animal hate fell on him as he 

rolled over and reached for his Miller blade. 

He should have remembered that Tulon 

Panthers attack in pairs. Savage fury snarled 

and growled over him.

With one arm against the cat’s chest to 

hold him off, he lunged the six-inch Teflon 

blade into its chest. The beast snarled in anger 

and fury as Brand struck several times more. 

Blood oozed from the cat’s sleek fur, and 

Brand could sense its strength was beginning 

to wane. Summoning every bit of energy he 

had, Brand pushed the cat back with his left 

forearm, sat up and jumped on the cat’s back. 

With his arm encircling the panther’s neck, 

cutting off its air, he lunged the blade into its 

breast where the heart was. With a tremen-
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dous shudder, the panther screamed and fell 

dead under him.

Brand jumped to his feet. He saw Christy 

struggling silently with the cat. She had been 

unable to get a weapon in her hands; it had 

been all she could do to merely hold the 

creature off and avoid its roiling claws. He 

felt a brief moment of admiration at the way 

she fought the beast. She didn’t scream or 

call for help. She struggled in deadly silence, 

knowing full well she was staring into the face 

of death.

Brand drew his Beretta and fired. The blue 

wave of electricity hit the cat in mid-torso 

with a loud report. A gaping hole smoked 

where its ribs had been and the beast rolled 

on the ground dead next to the girl.

“You all right?” Brand asked, helping her 

to sit up.

She seemed stunned. Leaves and straw 

cluttered her hair, which had come loose 

and now fell on her slender shoulders. She 

sat there trying to catch her breath, trying to 

comprehend everything that had happened. 

Her deep blue eyes looked up at him with 

confusion.

“That’s twice now you saved my life,” she 

said. “I don’t get it. I ran away from you. You 

had every right to walk on and forget about 

me. Why didn’t you?”

Brand stood looking down at her.

“If you have to ask that, I don’t think I’ll be 

able to explain it to you,” he said. 

She got up slowly, brushing the leaves out 

of her hair. 

“What did you think?” Brand asked. “You 

could find Cassidy by yourself, pick up his pro-

visions and the money and make it back out 

on your own?”

“I don’t know what I was thinking,” she 

said. “I’m sorry, Brand. I don’t understand 

your kind of man, but I owe you one. And if 

there’s one thing true, Christy Jones always 

pays her debts. If you think you can trust me, 

I promise I’ll behave.”

Brand shook his head.

“I doubt it,” he said. “Let’s go.”

#

It was about two hours before sundown 

when they found Cassidy in a small clearing. 

Brand saw the bright yellow wreckage of the 

Air-Ski first. It lay in the bole of an enormous 

tree, its metal body burnt and broken, its 

long propellers twisted like shoelaces. Below 

it, a man sat before the charred remains of a 

campfire. He was a big man with sandy hair 

and wide shoulders. He sat up with his back 

against the trunk of a Ginjari tree. One leg 

was stretched straight out and had a bloody 

bandage over the knee. A canvas pup tent 

stood several feet away. The man didn’t move, 
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and at first Brand thought he was either dead 

or unconscious. But his head came up as they 

entered the clearing. The look on his face was 

one of disbelief. His eyes went back and forth 

between Brand and the girl.

“Jack, can’t say I’m surprised to see you,” 

Cassidy said. “Knew they’d send you after me. 

But what are you doing tagging along with 

him, Christy?”

Brand was surprised.

“You two know each other?”

“You could say that,” Cassidy said.

“Hands in the air, Brand,” Christy said. 

Brand turned and saw the Electro-Pistol 

in her hand. Careless, he thought to himself. 

Should have disarmed her.

“Toss your gun over here, Jack,” Cassidy 

said. He had a long-range Delco plasma gun 

in his hand. “By the barrel. Real easy.”

Brand slipped the pistol out of the Velcro 

holster and tossed it to him.

“Drop that knife and machete too,” Christy 

said.

Brand complied, tossing the weapons 

toward the burnt out campfire.

“Should have figured it,” he said. “You two 

working together.”

“She helped me get the entry code to the 

bank vault. Suckered it out of one of the bank 

officers. She was waiting for me at the Way 

Station on the Tumaku River with a Strato-

Sled. All I had to do was get my Air-Ski to the 

Station and we’d have made a clean getaway. 

Just my luck my wings gave out on me.”

“Are you hurt bad, honey,” Christy asked.

“Leg’s busted. Been waiting for you three 

days, baby. Knew you wouldn’t let me lie here 

to rot.”

“Especially not with 500,000 Tulo-Creds 

waiting here with you,” Brand said.

“When did you get so cynical, Jack,” 

Cassidy said. “Why don’t you sit down, right 

there where you are.”

Brand dropped down to his knees.

“Mind if I take this pack off? It’s heavy.”

“Go ahead. No tricks.”

Brand slipped the straps off his shoulders 

and placed the pack down on the ground next 

to him and sat down.

 “What happens now?” he asked.

“What about it, baby,” Cassidy asked the 

girl. “You plan a way to get us out of here? We 

sure ain’t walking, not with my leg this way.”

“Taken care of,” Christy said. “DJ’ll pick us 

up. All I gotta do is send up a flare. I lost the 

ones I brought with me, but good old Brand 

here has some in his pack.”

Cassidy looked at her as if he’d been shot.

“DJ? Who’s DJ?”

“A friend.”

“You brought somebody else in on our 

deal? Are you nuts?”
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“You got an alternative? I figure’d I’d be 

lucky to find you alive, and if you were, you’d 

be in no condition for a long hike. I had to get 

help.”

“Trouble in paradise, Frank?” Brand asked 

Cassidy.

“Shut up, Jack, or I’ll zap you right now.”

“Now or later, what’s the difference? You’ll 

have to do it some time. Otherwise you know 

I’ll come after you.”

“I said shut up.” Cassidy looked at the girl.

“Where’d you meet this DJ?”

“Does it matter? The important thing is to 

get us out of here.”

“How much did you cut him in for? A third 

or half?”

“Don’t be ridiculous,” the girl said. “He’s a 

hired hand. That’s all. He needs money and 

he’ll keep his mouth shut.”

“I don’t like it.”

“I wouldn’t like it either,” Brand said.

“Didn’t I tell you to shut up!” he raised the 

plasma gun and Brand saw his finger tighten 

on the trigger.

“Frank!” Christy took a step forward. 

“Don’t do that.”

“What!” Cassidy looked bewildered. Then 

his eyes narrowed and his lips twisted in a 

cruel smile. “What happened out there in the 

jungle between you two?”

“Nothing,” the girl said.

“Then what do you care if he gets his?”

“I don’t. It’s just that—well, he saved my 

life. Twice.”

“Is that right?”

“We don’t have to kill him. We can leave 

him here. He’ll find his way back.”

“You heard him. He’ll come looking for 

us.”

“He can’t find us, baby. Not where we’re 

going.”

“You gone soft on him?”

“Maybe,” Christy said. “But not in the way 

you think. I tell you one thing. You kill him and 

things won’t be right between us after that. 

You understand?”

“All right, but tie him up. He stays tied till 

we’re gone.”

Christy walked over to Brand and opened 

his pack. She found a length of Nylor  

rappelling cord and tied Brand’s hands behind 

his back. She looped the cord around his arms 

and chest at least ten times. That finished, 

she rummaged through his pack.

“I need a flare,” she said. “You packing any 

red ones? That’s the pickup signal. If not, I 

guess regular white will have to—”

She found the red flare.

“We’re in luck.” She took the Holographic 

Very Pistol out of the pack with a smile and 
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looked up through the trees. “Looks clear 

enough over there.” She walked to the edge 

of the clearing where the tree cover was a 

little thinner and fired the pistol. The flare 

tore upwards, tearing and burning through 

leaves as it soared to the sky.

“DJ should be here in less than half an 

hour,” she said, dropping the pistol by Brand. 

She went over to Cassidy and sat down next 

to him.

“I’ve been here a good fifteen minutes, 

Frank, and you haven’t even kissed me,” she 

said, letting her hair down and putting her 

arms around his broad shoulders.

“I don’t know whether to kiss you or 

kill you,” Cassidy said, looking at her in 

confusion.

“Kiss me now, kill me later.”

He grabbed her by the hair and pulled her 

to him, his lips hot on hers. 

#

Fifteen minutes went by. Brand knew 

it would all be a matter of timing. Christy 

had sent up the red flare, thinking she was 

summoning her ride to parts unknown, not 

knowing she had also sent up the signal that 

would bring the Trans-Exxon Strato-Sled. He 

wondered who would show up first.

“Was it just the booze, Cassidy?” Brand 

asked the man, still sitting with his back 

against the tree. He had one arm around 

Christy. “Was that what turned you bad?”

“The booze?” Cassidy said. “Maybe. Or 

was it the people who were supposed to be 

close to me? People like Julie. I worked like 

a dog to make that woman happy. What 

did it get me? She ran off with a geological 

engineer. A rock geek. Sure I started drinking. 

Who wouldn’t? Maybe I would have gotten 

a grip on the thing in time. Might have been 

able to keep my job at Trans-Exxon, if my old 

friend Jack Brand hadn’t turned rat on me.”

“I had to turn you in, Frank,” Brand said. 

“You know that. You showed up with Synth-

Brew on your breath way too often. I tried to 

overlook it. Cover for you. But you became a 

danger to the whole team. You’d have gotten 

an innocent person killed. I couldn’t allow 

that.”

“No. You couldn’t allow that. So you ratted 

on me and I got tossed out of the Security 

Force. I lost my wife, my job, and the man 

I thought was a friend. I didn’t care about 

anything after that. It was all downhill on 

greased tracks. Until the day I met Christy. 

She made me forget about everything. Gave 

me new hope. A reason to live.”

Cassidy’s eyes seemed to light up with an 

inner fire.

“A man needs a reason to live, Brand. A 

reason to get up in the morning.”
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He hugged Christy with one arm.

“Here’s my reason.”

They heard a humming sound above the 

tree line. All three of them looked up.

Christy jumped to her feet and ran to the 

edge of the clearing where she could see the 

sky better.

“It’s DJ!”

She ran for the Very Pistol, loaded a white 

flare and sent it up.

“He’ll lower the cage for us in a minute,” 

she said. She came over to Brand, and looked 

at him with her dark blue eyes. “I’ll untie you 

if you promise not to try anything. I know I 

can trust your word.”

“He stays tied,” Cassidy barked.

“We can’t do that,” she said, turning. 

“Might as well shoot him. He’ll be eaten by 

an animal.”

“That’s his problem,” Cassidy said. “Help 

me up.”

Christy stood next to Brand facing Cassidy 

with her hands behind her back. Brand looked 

up and saw a small laser knife in her hands. 

While Cassidy was busy trying to get up, she 

flipped the knife out of her fingers. It landed 

on the ground behind him.

“All right,” Christy said. “Wait. I’ll help 

you.”

She went over to Cassidy and put a 

shoulder under one of his arms and helped 

him stand. There was a rustling noise from 

the trees above and soon they saw a metal 

cage being lowered on a cable.

“Get the duffle bag inside the tent,” Cassidy 

said. “The money’s in it.”

Christy bounced over to the pup tent. 

Brand shifted his buttocks to the right a few 

inches and felt in the grass behind him with 

his fingers for the laser knife.

“Got it,” Christy said, holding a green 

canvas bag by its straps. “Five hundred 

thousand weighs enough.”

Cassidy pulled his pistol and turned toward 

Brand. “Still think I oughta kill him.”

Brand’s fingers touched cold metal. 

Without doing anything to give himself away, 

he picked the laser knife up carefully with his 

finger tips.

“You agreed,” Christy said, walking over to 

Cassidy with the bag. “No killing.”

Cassidy looked down at Brand with the 

cold eyes of a hungry wolf. But he holstered 

the pistol.

“Okay. Okay.”

Brand found the button on the side of 

the knife that turned the tiny laser beam on. 

He heard the slight sizzling sound the beam 

made. He watched the man and woman make 

their way to the cage as it touched ground. 

Brand turned the beam toward his hands and 

the cord that bound them. He felt sharp pain 
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and could smell his flesh burning. But he also 

smelled the Nylor melting.

There was an explosion overhead. They all 

looked up. DJ’s Sled had fired a shot

“Cease fire, or we will blow you out of the 

air,” a stentorian voice boomed in the air over 

the jungle. “This is a Trans-Exxon Security 

Force Strato-Sled. Shut your weapons down—

”

There was another blast from DJ’s ship, 

which was followed immediately by two loud 

reports from the Security Force airship. Brand 

continued melting the Nylor cord away from 

his wrists. He tried to pull his hands apart, but 

to no avail. Christy had used a lot of cord.

Smoke poured out of DJ’s ship; the Strato-

Sled wobbled, then started a nose-dive into 

the trees off to the left.

“What the hell is this?” Cassidy screamed 

at Brand. He looked over at Christy. “How’d 

they know where to find us?”

“I don’t know,” the girl said, looking at the 

pistol in Cassidy’s hand in sudden terror.

“It was the flare,” Brand told him. “The red 

flare was a signal that I’d found you.”

Cassidy looked back at the girl.

“You stupid—”

“I didn’t know.”

The jungle suddenly shook as DJ’s ship 

crashed into the rain forest. An orange ball of 

fire rose up from the trees to the right.

“You didn’t know,” Cassidy said to the girl. 

“But he did.”

 Cassidy limped toward Brand. Brand 

pulled hard at the binding cords but still they 

would not give. He kept the laser burning. 

Cassidy stopped a few feet away and raised 

his pistol.

“Now you get yours,” Cassidy snarled.

“No, Frank,” Christy said. “Don’t kill him. 

They’ve got us now. We can’t get away. Kill him 

and we go to the disintegration chamber.”

“So what? There’s nothing to live for 

now.”

He raised the pistol. The girl dove for it, 

but Cassidy swung his arm and hit her in the 

face with the barrel of the gun. She fell at his 

feet. He looked down at her with a sneer.

“Yeah,” Cassidy said. “Something definitely 

happened between you two out there. That’s 

one more score I’m going to settle, Brand.”

He lifted the gun again and his finger 

tightened around the trigger. The girl jumped 

up in front of Brand and started to run to him, 

just as the electric pulse crackled out of the 

barrel of the gun. Brand pulled his hands apart 

and felt the cords tear away. The girl fell at his 

feet. Cassidy seemed momentarily stunned 

by what had happened. His hands free, Brand 

grabbed the pistol out of the holster on the 

girl’s hip, and rolled away just as Cassidy fired 

again. The shot tore up the ground next to 
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the fallen girl. Brand fired. The big man’s body 

jerked as a black hole opened in his chest. The 

pistol dropped from Frank Cassidy’s lifeless 

hands and he tumbled to the ground, falling 

across the duffel bag full of money.

Brand crawled back to the girl. She was 

lying face down on the ground. She was still 

alive. Brand turned her over, took her in his 

arms, and cradled her in his lap. She looked 

up at him. Her dark blue eyes seemed darker 

and bluer than ever.

“Why’d you do it?” Brand asked.

“Pretty stupid, huh,” she said. “Guess I 

forgot my number one rule. Every man for 

himself.”

“You never really believed that.”

“Like I said, anyone doesn’t look out for 

himself is a damn fool. I just didn’t want to 

end up getting fried in the disintegration 

chamber. I didn’t think he’d really shoot me.”

“It was a crazy thing to do.”

“I told you I owed you one. If there’s one 

thing true, Christy Jones always pays her 

debts.”

Her eyes grew darker. Seemed further 

away.

“Remember what I told Cassidy?”

“What’s that?”

“Kiss me now, kill me later?” She looked 

up at him, her eyes filled with urgency.

 Brand leaned forward and pressed his lips 

to hers. The rescue team slid down through the 

trees on the cable dropped from the Security 

Force ship. He could feel Christy fighting to 

stay alive. He hoped there was enough time.
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Slap descended the ramp from the ship, 

pack on his shoulder, taking his first look at 

a space station. Beyond the security gate, 

humans and aliens jostled each other, all in 

a hurry to get someplace. Shops and restau-

rants lined the inside wall of this level of the 

civilian docking ring. 

As Slap approached the gate, he held out 

his ID. Tristan had told him who to contact to 

get a new, forged one, but now that he was 

off Zenos, he didn’t think the Mordas would 

still be looking for him.

With a bored nod, the guard let him 

through. 

Slap turned to Tristan, who followed him. 

“This is it. Good luck, cowboy.”  

An empty feeling sucked at Slap’s insides. 

“What?”

“You’ll be safe here. You have enough 

money to buy a homestead on any of several 

colony planets. Won’t have to indenture 

yourself.”

“But, but I thought...” Slap’s voice trailed off 

at Tristan’s expressionless gaze. He swallowed. 

“Never mind. G’bye.”

Slap took off, cursing by stride, not caring 

where he went in the crowd. He didn’t need 

Tristan. It’s not like they were friends or 

anything. His long gait took him past stores, 

offices, hostels, restaurants with tempting 

odors that made his mouth water, and finally, 

anger abated, he stopped, lost. 

Sort of lost anyway. The concourse circled 

the entire ring, unbroken. He would—even-

tually—find himself back at his starting point. 

He didn’t want that. Tristan might be there—

might see him and think he was hanging 

about. 

So. What now? Slap took in the nearby 

businesses. Tourist traps. Not that he knew 

from experience, but Tristan had warned him 

about them. All glitz to blind gullible travelers’ 

eyes and take their money. He needed a 

cheap place to flop for the night—when was 

night on a space station, anyway? 

He began looking for hostels. The first one 

he found was fancy, and the prices made him 

back out of the door, the man behind the desk 

giving a knowing smirk. He nearly fell over 

two people, dressed in rich, frilly clothes. The 

man wore tights—Slap shuddered. They shot 

him looks of disdain.

Reason kicked in. Slap looked around and 

found what he needed. A map of the ring 

Deuces Wild 
 Knight Errant, by L. S. King
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near an entry gate. Private yachts docked in 

this section, and luxury liners in the next. So...

to find a cheap room and food, he needed...

what? He ran down the list. Most likely, the 

section of the ring they came in on—cargo. 

Yeah, figures. Great. Back where he started. 

Well, maybe he wouldn’t see Tristan and have 

to ignore him.

#

Tristan breathed in relief as the tall hick 

strode away, not allowing himself to look after 

the man. Out  of  sight,  away  from me.  Safe. 

Safe! He walked with a deliberately casual air 

into the ring. Appearing to window shop, he 

made his way along the concourse, toward a 

little café.

He slipped into a chair of a corner table, 

back against the wall, and punched in an 

order for café au lait. 

His contact sat at almost the same time the 

dispenser disgorged the drink. Tristan noted 

with absentminded irony that the man’s 

weasel-like looks and mannerisms matched 

his character. 

His skinny contact leaned close. “Took your 

time getting here, MacCay. You were due days 

ago.”

He glared at the presumptuous little git. 

“I come and go as I please, Hadley.” Tristan 

picked up the cup and sipped. With a grimace 

he set it down. Surely someone could program 

the computer to know what lait was. Café, 

too, for that matter.

“J-just so.” Hadley’s Adam’s apple bobbed 

a few times before he plunged ahead. “My 

employer is more than anxious to hire you for 

a transport job. You still have the Cutlas?”

“No.” 

The little man blinked. “What ship do you 

have now?”

“Old Canary class cargo ship.”

Hadley’s mouth dropped open and moved 

wordlessly for a few moments. “That...that is 

not acceptable. We need a yacht or at least 

an upscale cruiser to get...this merchandise 

to its new owner.”

Tristan didn’t change his expression, but 

he had the feeling this was a job he wanted to 

walk away from. He had never carried cargo 

for these people before, and this didn’t seem 

like a good time to start. 

He took another sip, continuing his 

thoughts. Merchandise didn’t care how it was 

transported unless sentient. What, no, who in 

the name of Dallor’s moons did they want him 

to sneak off the station? And was the mer-

chandise really willing cargo? Or was the mer-

chandise running from someone who didn’t 

want to lose possession? Unless perhaps—no. 

No further speculation on the merchandise. 

It would only cause a headache.

Pushing back his cup, Tristan stood. “I can’t 

help you.” He left the café, ignoring Hadley’s 

stuttered protestations.
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#

Tristan adjusted the black evening jacket 

and sat back in the cushioned chair. He sipped 

his wine and listened with great appreciation 

to Mozart’s “Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail.” 

He cut his gaze to a man approaching his 

table. Dressed better than most of this estab-

lishment’s patrons—brightly colored silks cut 

in the loose style of Eridani. Strange planet, 

bound by caste, ruled by an Emperor. Too hot, 

too dry, too stifling—no free trade. Not in the 

sense Tristan enjoyed anyway. One visit had 

been enough.

The man bowed. To a non-Eridani? A 

servant. Tristan gave a slight incline of his 

head, and the intruder sat, his eyes darting 

about the room. 

“Sir. My master wishes to speak to you on 

a most urgent matter.”

Ah, high Eridani accent, yes. Not servant 

then. A thrall. A cultured, educated slave—

one trusted and highly favored.

“And who is your master?”

“He...begs his privacy. I am to take you to 

him.”

“No.”

The thrall blanched, licking his lips. “But, 

sir—”

“I am preoccupied.” Tristan nodded toward 

the orchestral chamber and actors. “And 

am under no constraint to bend my neck 

to the whims of some spectral perspective 

employer.” 

Tristan turned his attention to the opera, 

dismissing the wide-eyed slave.

#

One positive aspect about a space station 

was that it never really became dark. No 

black alleys in a moonless sky, no shadowed 

doorways allowing predators to lie in wait. 

Only a dimming of the lights.  

Tristan left the dinner-theatre relaxed, 

alert, and prepared. Polite invitation rejected, 

he would be summoned more forcibly. 

Two massive men with swarthy features, 

wearing silk pantaloons, wide sashes, and 

vests, loomed beyond the marquee of the 

establishment next door. No weapons. Kudos 

to station security. They stepped out to block 

his path.

He sighed.

#

Muscular guards in silk vests and pan-

taloons and carrying scimitars flanked the 

entrance to the ship. Tristan eyed the yacht 

as he was led through the corridors. Gilded 

panels, woven matting on the decks—high 

nobility. 

His hulking escort eliminated the force 

screen, and ushered him through a curtain of 

beads into a chamber meant to impress lesser 

beings. Traditional Eridani music dominated 

by mewling pipes and plucked strings haunted 

the air. Icons to the Seven Holy Sons of Afanasi 

stood on pedestals along walls, and at the 
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far end, a niche with the image of Afanasi 

herself. A slight haze from incense hung in the 

air, candles flickered from tiered tables, large 

cushions littered the floor. At the far end, a 

throne sat on a dais. Tristan regarded it warily, 

his stomach sinking. 

Not good.

Four guards came into the room. They 

took their places two on each side of the dais. 

Two more entered, a glowering dark-haired 

man perhaps in his twenties walking between 

them, the arrogant tilt to his head emphasiz-

ing his large, square jaw. He stood in front of 

the throne, his eyes coming to rest on Tristan. 

The Emperor, Vasso Istvan himself. Off planet.

Definitely not good; his chances for living 

through this encounter were less than winning 

the galactic lottery—without having bought a 

ticket. Istvan was known to reward a job well 

done with a knife in the back. Figuratively, 

and occasionally, literally. At least it was quick. 

Those who failed while in his service bought it 

much slower.

His escort prodded him in the shoulder. 

“Kneel.”

Tristan ignored him, returning the imperial 

stare. He wasn’t going to give more to this 

madman than necessary. He needed to try to 

keep an edge. Perhaps find a way to survive. 

“I am not a subject of His Majesty, or in his 

service. My required attitude of respect is 

a bow.” He bent at the waist, lowering his 

gaze. When he rose, the emperor had seated 

himself.

“It ill suits you to bend your neck, does it 

not?”

The corner of Tristan’s lip quirked. “Your 

Majesty knows me.”

“I begin to. But not well enough, I warrant.” 

The monarch’s eyes narrowed. “Why does 

only one guard accompany you when I sent 

two?”

“The other is awaiting medical attention, 

Sire.” Tristan hesitated and added, “Whatever 

you have been told about me, it hasn’t been 

very accurate for you to send a mere two 

goons to compel my attendance.”

“Indeed? So why didn’t you take out 

both?” 

Tristan shrugged. “I needed one to bring 

me to you.”

Istvan sat back, his expression less 

saturnine and more pensive. “And reports 

that you are able to be...subtle and discreet, 

are they exaggerated?”

“Your Majesty,” Tristan resisted a small 

smile, but one eyebrow lifted slightly in 

amusement. “I can be invisible, if necessary.”

The Emperor tapped his knuckles on the 

arm of the throne, his eyes still glued to 

Tristan. But Tristan just stood with sang-froid. 

He knew this game, and was its master. 

Istvan broke the long silence by clearing 

his throat. “You might do.” He gestured to a 

cushion at his feet. “Come. Sit with me, and 

let us talk.”
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“You are assuming I seek employment.”

The ruler of Eridani drew up, his face 

darkening. “Do not think you can play with me, 

Derek Malcolm. You will serve me willingly or 

unwillingly.”

Tristan’s gut tightened. He hadn’t used 

the Malcolm alias for several years. Who 

had Istvan gotten his information from? And 

he was known here as MacCay—that name 

would probably have to be abandoned as 

well. He ground his teeth—no, he mustn’t 

appear perturbed. He consciously relaxed his 

posture and gave a hint of a smirk as he came 

forward and sat on the cushion. “You tell me 

what you need, Your Majesty, and I will see 

whether I think I can assist you.”

Istvan’s eyes gleamed as he leaned forward. 

“It is my sister. She has been kidnapped. I want 

her returned.”

Tristan frowned. “What ransom have they 

demanded?” 

The Emperor hesitated, his gaze flicking 

away. “None.”

Uh oh. What’s really going on? “Who has 

her? Do you have any idea?”

“Well, yes.” Istvan frowned. “No.”

Tristan waited, hiding his amusement at 

the sovereign’s apparent obfuscation. 

“You must understand our politics,” 

Emperor Vasso rubbed his chin. “My cousin 

Abbra is behind a movement claiming the 

throne. Based on faulty reasoning about suc-

cession concerning both our grandfathers.”

Tristan nodded, not offering his opinion of 

the ‘faulty’ reasoning. He was reminded of the 

Carlist faction ages ago in Spain. “The Orrilan 

movement. Yes.” Puzzle pieces clicked into 

place. “Abbra has her.” His eyes narrowed. “To 

marry. It would consolidate his Imperial claim. 

For himself, if anything happened to you, and 

even more so for a son. Plus name himself 

regent.” Vasso had only sired daughters—no 

males to name heir. But a son of Vasso’s sister 

could claim the throne when he came of age. 

If he came of age. Would Abbra’s bride and 

son live long once he was named regent?

Istvan’s eyebrows raised. “You have a quick 

mind.”

“So you want me to rescue your sister from 

your cousin?”

The Emperor looked pained. “It’s not that 

simple. I had a man in Abbra’s camp. Pella. He 

was to send information to set my cousin up 

so we could arrest him for attempted kidnap-

ping. Be done with him once and for all. But, 

he...double-crossed me, and Abbra as well. 

He has Nadi. It is a race now as to who finds 

her first.”

“What is this man’s interest in your sister?”

Istvan shrugged. “We can only speculate. 

My intelligence hasn’t anything solid yet. 

Some think he likely wishes to make a deal 

with whichever of us will pay the most. But 

we have received no ransom, not even any 

message. We have traced them here, but 

the station authorities will not permit us to 
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search.” His fists clenched on the arms of 

his throne. “And they are doing nothing. The 

insolent peasants will not even let my men on 

the station armed.”

Tristan resisted a smile. It wouldn’t do to 

irritate His Royal Haughtiness. “So you know 

Pella and your sister are here?”

“The ship Pella stole is docked here. Since 

it has Imperial Eridani registry, we confiscated 

it. No one was aboard. Pella hasn’t been seen. 

Neither has Nadi. We don’t know if they are 

still here, or if they’ve booked passage and 

left.”

Tristan inhaled slowly, thinking of Hadley. 

He looked up at the Emperor. “A man trapped 

might become desperate. I feel we must 

move fast. Sire, give me what information 

your intelligence has on this, and I’ll see what 

I can do.”

Istvan sat back with a smug smile. 

“I cannot promise. And” —Tristan raised a 

hand— “threats cannot force me to do more 

than my best.”

Emperor Vasso barked a small, nasty laugh. 

“It seems you know me.”

Tristan wished he didn’t.

#

Slap peered at the numbers on the doors 

along the dim corridor. Twenty-three. He had 

to find the room soon and lie down. Twenty-

five. The cheap meal sat heavy on his stomach. 

Ah. Twenty-seven. He passed the key over the 

reader. The door slid open, and a dim light 

came on.

A bed with a chest at the end, and a small 

comdesk across from the bed. Slap peered 

into the lav. He snorted. Tiny but at least it had 

a sonic shower. Well, he’d only be here until 

he could decide where he was going. He’d 

checked with the Bureau of Colonial Affairs, 

and getting a homestead on a colony planet 

was complicated. Lots of red tape even with 

the money to buy one outright. Might take a 

year or more. 

And, after some thought, Slap decided 

he didn’t want a homestead anyway. Lonely 

and alone on a strange planet with no family. 

No wife. His stomach knotted. He tossed his 

pack on the bed, forcing his mind away from 

agonizing memories.

After shucking his clothes and a cursory 

cleaning up, Slap stretched out on the narrow 

bed and rolled up in the thin blanket. 

Muffled loud voices pierced the haze of 

near-sleep. Slap opened his eyes a slit. How 

can  noise  travel  through  metal  walls? The 

voices continued, then a girl started crying. 

Slap pulled the pillow over his head.

The crying continued. It turned into a wail, 

and Slap sat up with a sigh. He didn’t like 

to intrude, but he needed some sleep. He 

dressed and walked to the door. The key! With 

a snap of his fingers he turned and snatched 

it from the desk and stuck it in his pocket.
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The noise came from twenty-five. With a 

sleepy sniff, he headed down the hall. The 

wail rose to a shriek, followed by a crash and 

cursing in some unknown language. 

Before Slap could knock, the door slid 

open and a girl lunged at the opening. Two 

men dove at her; one missed, but the other 

trapped her legs and she fell forward. She 

lifted tearful eyes to Slap’s in a silent plea for 

help.

Slap wedged a foot in the door. He reached 

down and caught the attacker by the back of 

the neck and the clothes on his back. The man 

let go of the girl with a shocked look, and Slap 

hurled him across the room. He slammed into 

the wall head down, face first.

The second man had grabbed the girl, his 

other hand reaching into his clothes—likely 

for a weapon. Slap didn’t give him a chance. 

He seized him by the throat and squeezed. A 

strangled cry and the man stopped struggling. 

Slap dropped him.

He looked down at the figure cowering at 

his feet. She wasn’t really pretty—well, hard to 

tell with all the crying she’d been doing—but 

she was dressed fancy. Strange fancy. Colorful 

silk robes sort of, but wrapped around her. 

Sort of. How old was she? Younger than Slap, 

but not a kid. “You okay?” 

“I–I think so, yes.” Her dark eyes glanced 

about the room. She lifted a hand to touch 

her bruised face. Slap bit back a growl that 

those brutes would hurt a girl. 

“I can’t stay here,” she whispered, wiping 

her face.

“Um.” Slap thought of his narrow bed with 

a sad sigh. But what else could he do? “You 

can stay in my room for a bit. It’s tiny, like this 

one. It’s right down the hall.” He extended his 

hand, and after a moment, she timidly took it. 

He lifted her to her feet.

Once back in his room, he gestured to the 

bed. “You can rest there, miss. I’ll uh, I’ll bunk 

by the door. You can clean up in the lav if you 

wish.”

Before long the girl was curled up on his 

bed, eyes closed. Slap propped against the 

wall near the door, watching her. Chivalry, he 

decided, wasn’t very comfortable.

#

Hadley slipped into the seat across from 

Tristan, wearing a slight smirk, and clasped his 

hands on the table. “Change your mind?”

Tristan stared into the contact’s eyes, 

making the man swallow and blink. “Who 

hired you to move this merchandise? I know 

it’s not your regular employer. This whole 

enterprise is not his style.”

“I–I don’t know what you’re—” 

Tristan snatched the little man’s pinkie and 

bent it back. Hadley moaned, his face pale. 

Teeth clenched, Tristan leaned forward, 

speaking in a hiss. “I can do much more to 

you than this—before you could scream for 
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help. Or I could decide to let you go now, and 

find you later. Cat and mouse. You know the 

kind of work I can do. I’d make it slow.”

Hadley broke into a sweat. He whispered, 

“Please, no. Please. No!”

“Then tell me.”

#

“Just down this corridor. Twenty-five. 

Please, let me go now!”

Tristan kept his vise grip on Hadley’s upper 

arm. “You are staying within my sight until I 

know you aren’t scamming me.”

“What are you going to do? Just knock on 

the door?”

Tristan stopped several feet from the room, 

backed Hadley into the wall, and growled 

through his teeth, “You stay put. If you run, it 

won’t be far enough to avoid me. I’ll find you 

anyway. Understand?”

Hadley nodded like a spastic bobble doll, 

body tense, hands splayed against the wall. 

Tristan fished one of his favorite toys out of 

a pocket and set it by the reader. After a few 

moments, the door slid open.

Tristan stared at the body on the floor, 

throat crushed, and saw the other crumpled 

on the bed, head down, neck at an impossible 

angle. 

Hadley crept closer, peered in, and gasped. 

“What happened?”

“Are either of these men your ‘employer’?”

“Yeah, the one on the floor. But who could 

have done this?”

The last time Tristan saw bodies in this 

condition—no. It couldn’t be.

“Get lost, Hadley. Find a hole and pull the 

dirt in on top of you.”

“The ones who did this are that bad?”

Tristan had been thinking of Istvan. If he 

discovered Hadley had been in contact with 

Pella... “Just go. Now.”

The small man pelted down the corridor 

and disappeared around a curve. 

Tristan gazed again at the bodies. I have to 

find Slap. And fast! 

#

The girl sat up with a gasp, staring around 

with glazed eyes until she saw Slap. 

He stretched his aching back with a grimace, 

nodding at her. “Feeling better?”

She hugged her arms. “Who are you?”

“Me? I’m a knight in shining armor. Who 

were those guys?”

“Kidnappers.”

Slap’s eyes widened, and he whistled 

through his teeth. “You must be Somebody.” 

He wrenched his neck to the left, then right, 

trying to get rid of the crick. “Well, I don’t think 

those two will be bothering you anymore.”

“No,” she whispered. 

He stared at her as she stared back at him. 

Finally she said, “Thank you.”

Slap gave a slight smile. “What about 

getting home now? Can you do that? Let 
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someone know where you are?”

“I...suppose. I don’t even know where I 

am.”

“Well, I can tell you where you are, but I 

can’t say as I know where that is. We’re on 

Perseus Station.”

“How far is that from...Eridani?”

Slap shrugged. “I don’t know, miss.” 

The girl’s slender shoulders straightened, 

and her head lifted, looking for all the world 

like a woman about to take a man to task. 

Slap knew—his late wife could grind him into 

meat. Shallah! I miss you!

“I am not ‘miss,’ I am—” She stopped and 

frowned, and bit her lip.  

Slap waited a moment before prodding for 

an answer. “Well, who are you?”

She shook her head, her lower lip 

trembling. 

Brago’s Bands, no tears! Please, no tears! 

Slap got to his feet, pushing away the ache 

of his wife’s death and concentrating on the 

girl, on something to take her mind off crying. 

“You’re hungry, I bet. I can go get something.”

She half-rose from the bed. “No!” With 

a grace that made her seem older she sank 

back down, and curled her feet up next to her. 

“Don’t leave me alone.”

Slap rubbed his stubbly chin. What was he 

going to do with her?

#

Tristan hesitated outside number twenty-

seven. If he knocked, the cowboy would likely 

use the comm to ask who was there. Voices 

heard, maybe overheard. But how fast would 

he react to his door opening without his 

leave? That knife of his might only be an old-

style steel one, but it was deadly enough.

No time to wait. He had to chance it. He 

overrode the key-reader and stood ready as 

the door slid open. Slap, standing by the door, 

twisted in alarm, then relaxed. The girl on 

the bed cried out, scrambling away. Despite 

bruises on her face, she matched the vid he’d 

been shown of her—Nadi. 

“Quiet,” Tristan ordered as the door 

closed. 

Slap raised his hands in a placating gesture. 

“It’s okay. He’s a friend.” He glared at Tristan. 

“Sort of.”

“Get your things. We have to leave now.”

Slap frowned. “What?” His lip curled into 

a sneer. “What do you mean ‘we’?”

“No questions. Too dangerous. We have 

to get her back to her brother and get out of 

here.”

Nadi rose from the bed. “You’re taking me 

back to my brother?”

“Yes, Your Highness.”

“Your Highness?” Slap exclaimed.

Tristan lifted his palm toward Slap. “No 

time. Let’s go.”

“Now, wait. You know I don’t play that 

game—”
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Tristan clenched his teeth. “We don’t have 

time for this. We have to leave now!”

Nadi stepped forward. “Don’t take me to 

my brother.”

Tristan turned and stared at her. Slap fell 

silent, and crossed his arms. 

“And what shall we do with you if not return 

you to Emperor Vasso, Your Highness?”

A smile flashed, showing white teeth, and 

the illusion of vulnerability faded, not prey 

now, but predator. She lifted her head in an 

arrogant tilt much like her brother’s.

“What do you know about my brother?”

“Enough to know I won’t cross him.” 

Tristan paused for dramatic effect. “Do you 

know, Your Highness, how he often rewards 

not only failures, but faithful service from his 

hirelings?”

An eyebrow lifted. “Ah. So it is not from 

any sense of loyalty to him, but only your 

pitiful life that would keep you honor-bound 

to him?”

Tristan hesitated. Which way was she going 

with this? “My loyalties are only to myself. 

He has not earned them. Or bought them. 

No price was discussed, therefore I consider 

myself a free agent, not his hireling. He may 

not agree, however. So I intend to offer what 

service I can and still stay alive.”

Nadi bit her lip, looking thoughtful. “So I 

could not beg or bribe you to not return me 

to my oh-so-horrible brother?”

“No.”

“He’s a monster.” Her voice was matter-of-

fact.

“That’s not my concern.”

Slap uncrossed his arms. “Now, wait. We 

can’t—” 

Tristan didn’t take his eyes from the girl as 

he cut off the cowboy. “Yes, we can. Stay out 

of this. I know what I’m doing.”

“Do you know what happened to her? 

She’s been kidnapped. They were beating her 

when I—”

“I got the picture when I saw the room next 

door.” Tristan took a breath and in his deadest 

voice said, “Stay—out—of—this.”

Slap subsided, leaning against the wall 

with a hissing breath. 

Nadi hadn’t moved, but her gaze rested on 

Slap for a moment with a slight smile. “Archaic 

type, isn’t he?”

“Indeed,” Tristan said.

“Still believes in rescuing damsels in 

distress.”

Tristan met her calculating eyes. She didn’t 

want rescue. She was testing him. True pleas 

would have been accompanied by tears and 

playing prey. 

A predator. Like her brother.

“I don’t,” Tristan said flatly. He nodded to 

Slap. “Get your pack. We’re taking her to her 
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brother and getting out of here before he can 

chase us down to ‘reward’ us.”

Nadi smirked. “I like you. And your archaic 

friend. I think I’ll ask Vasso to let you go.”

Tristan believed that about as much as he 

believed the Eridani emperor was a philan-

thropist. He had to get Slap away from here. 

Slap strode to the desk and grabbed his 

pack. He frowned down at the princess. “Mi—

Your Highness? Why didn’t you tell me who 

you were?”

Her smile softened. “I was afraid to trust 

you, even though you played ‘knight in shining 

armor.’ I’d been passed between several kid-

nappers. But he” —she nodded at Tristan— 

“knew me. And I know him.”

Slap looked confused. “You do?”

“I know his type, I mean. I understand him.” 

Her smile widened. “And I do thank you.”

Tristan wondered which girl was the 

real one, the soft one that emerged for her 

rescuer, or the hardened one now facing him, 

eyes glinting.

“Take me to my brother.”

#

Tristan burst onto the bridge and dove for 

his chair. Slap sat, ready, in the other seat. 

“So she got on her brother’s yacht all 

right?”

Tristan nodded and sought departure 

codes. “Yes.” He strapped in while waiting for 

confirmation. “I saw her go into the ship from 

across the concourse. It’s the best I could do.” 

“So...why are you taking me with you when 

you wanted to dump me off here?”

Tristan thought of the rumors of Vasso’s 

sadism. Manacles, hot tongs, medical experi-

ments, chemicals that melted skin, leaving 

raw muscles and nerves intact. He imagined 

the stench, the screams...

“Because.” His voice came out a hoarse 

whisper.

Slap snorted, staring at him, but said 

nothing more.

A voice came across the comm. “Cleared 

for departure.”

Tristan sighed in relief. After they jumped 

he relaxed into the chair. 

Slap broke the silence. “She seemed so 

different with you. I don’t understand her.”

Tristan sniffed quietly and glanced over at 

the naïve cowboy. “I hope you never do.”
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In the next story:

Tristan  started  through  the  door  and 

jumped back—a blinding flare hit the left side 

of the doorframe. The entire edge of the jamb 

twisted in glowing ruins—the door within the 

scorched bulkhead wrecked. Tristan muttered 

a sharp word in his native tongue.

“PBG?” Slap hissed, fear rising through his 

gut. 

Tristan  eyed  the  damage  and  shoved 

backwards  into  Slap.  “Rifle  more  likely.  Get 

back.”

“You’re trapped in there,” a voice called. “It 

doesn’t matter to us if you give up or not. We 

get our reward dead or alive.”  

Stay tuned as Deuces Wild continues next 
month!

To catch up on previous episodes of the 
adventures of Slap and Tristan, visit:  

http://loriendil.com/DW.htm

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

L. S. King

A  science  fiction  fan  since  childhood —  read-
ing Heinlein, Asimov, Clarke, Dick, Bradley, Pohl, 
Vonnegut, Anthony and many others – L.S. King 
has been writing stories since her youth. Now, 
with all but one of her  children grown,  she  is 
writing  full-time.  For  the  last  four  years,  she 
has worked on developing a sword-and-planet 
series tentatively called The Ancients. The first 
book is finished, and she has completed a rough 
draft of several more novels as well. 

She serves on the editorial staff of The Sword 
Review,  is  also  their  Columns  Editor,  and 
writes  a  column  for  that  magazine  entitled 

“Writer’s Cramps”  as  well.  She  is  also  one 
of  the  Overlords,  a  founding  editor,  here  at  
Ray Gun Revival.

She  began  martial  arts  training  over  thirty 
years  ago,  and  owned  a  karate  school  for  a 
decade. A mother and grandmother who lives 
in Delaware with her husband, Steve, and their 
youngest child, she also enjoys gardening, soap 
making,  and  reading.  She  has  homeschooled 
her  children  for  over  fifteen  years,  and main-
tains  two  homeschooling  websites.  She  also 
likes  Looney Tunes,  the  color purple, and  is a 
Zorro aficionado, which might explain her love 
of swords and cloaks.

http://theswordreview.com/Forum/weblog.php?w=6
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  Up next for Ray Gun Revival, Issue  08

Overlord’s Lair Editorial

Subject Real

by M. Keaton
Play a bad hand and end up doing an even worse favor for a ‘friend.’  When your only 
back-up is a psychotic alien dedicated to human genocide, there ain’t much room to 
bluff.

Fiction: A Subtle Thing

by Marshall Payne
Gary insists that Nancy Sue not order the won ton soup.  It reminds him of a pivotal 
episode long ago in another star system.  If he would’ve heeded his precognition then 
he could’ve saved billions of lives. ctly what he appears to be.” ‐ 

Featured Artist

The Adventures of the Sky Pirate
The Friar of Briar Island, Part 2 of 3
Exclusive Serial by Johne Cook
Cooper Flynn loses his slowboy, his inheritance, and his naivete,  all before breakfast.  
Lunch doesn’t get any better.

Memory Wipe
Exclusive Serial by Sean T. M. Stiennon
On the run from planetary police, Takeda and Zartsi put down on the planet Freedan.  
They think they will find solace and anonymity among the gangland denizens.  They 
think wrong.
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